Social Skills Group Program
Social Sparkles (4-6yo)

Social Sparkles is a program partly based on the *We Thinkers! Series* (Social Explorers and Social Problem Solvers curriculum), which is designed to be used with both typically developing children and those with social learning challenges.

**The skills covered in the group are:**
- Greetings
- Expected/Unexpected Behaviours
- Whole Body Listening
- Personal Space
- Friendships
- Getting Along With Others/Winning and Losing
- Thoughts and Feelings
- Flexible Thinking
- Friendships
- Asking Others to Play/Joining In

**The sessions involve:**

**Joint Activity:** Children and their parents are introduced to the skill being taught that day and participate in a joint activity to demonstrate this.

**Group Learning:** Parents leave the room. Children learn about skills through different activities and then practice these skills with their peers. We use the Seesaw app to take pictures/videos of what happens in the session so parents can see what happens during the group.

**Re-join:** Parents return to group and are briefed. Parent handouts provided.

This group will be hosted by two of our therapists. The content of the group has been developed by Occupational Therapists, Physiotherapists, Speech Pathologists and Clinical Psychologists.

**When:** Tuesday 14 April to Thursday 23 April inclusive. 9:00 – 10:30am for 8 sessions

**Where:** Kids Are Kids!, 26 Parry Avenue, Bateman

**Cost:** $550 for the 8 session program. Please note some funding or rebates may apply

Register your interest: Please call 9313 6566 or email info@kidsarekids.org.au